Be there without being there

Well monitoring solutions
usa.siemens.com/monitoring-apps
Well Monitoring Solution
By using the Siemens store IQ application, our Well Monitoring solution is designed to remotely monitor the important data from your wells and pumping stations. You can access well data to monitor the efficiency, reliability, and meet environmental reporting requirements from any phone, tablet or PC. To get started contact the Engineered Instrument Solutions Team (EIS) by sending an email request to: eis.solutions.us@siemens.com

Advantages & Benefits
• Accessibility to remote process variables
• Improve Operational Efficiency
• User configurable alarms and notifications
• Backup of all monitored data in cloud

Typical Performance Measurement
• Flow Totalization
• Current Flow Rate
• Empty Pipe Detection
• Pump Run Status

Simple and Secure Connectivity
Keep an eye on any part of your operation

From your sensor to your finger tips

Sensor
Existing installed base of flow sensors or new flow sensors

Connectivity
Secure one-way connectivity to the cloud

Platform
Data is stored securely in the cloud

SITRANS store IQ
Data visualization, asset transparency and alerts
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This document contains a general description of available technical options only, and its effectiveness will be subject to specific variables including field conditions and project parameters. Siemens does not make representations, warranties, or assurances as to the accuracy or completeness of the content contained herein. Siemens reserves the right to modify the technology and product specifications in its sole discretion without advance notice.